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Short Description:
Designed for indoor and outdoor use, the Ooni Volt 12 Electric Pizza Oven cooks epic 

12” pizzas in just 90 seconds, all from the comfort of your own kitchen or back garden.

Long Description:
Introducing Ooni’s first indoor, all-electric pizza oven. Ooni Volt 12 cooks delicious 

12” pizza in just 90 seconds from the comfort of your kitchen, all year round. This ultra 

convenient oven can also be used outdoors for maximum versatility.

The Ooni Volt pizza oven has a generous 13-inch cooking area and reaches its maximum 

heat of 450˚C (850˚F) in just 20 minutes. 

This oven is perfect for both novice pizza-makers and experts because it combines 

easy-to-use pre-programed settings with the ability to fine-tune the oven’s settings for 

different pizza styles such as Detroit, Neapolitan-style and more. 

All you have to do is set your desired oven temperature and launch your pizza into the 

oven. It really is that simple!

Key Headlines:
• Ooni’s first all-electric pizza oven, offering maximum versatility and performance with 

a beautiful, modern design.

• Make awesome pizza inside or outside - use Ooni Volt in your kitchen, or take it 

outside for an alfresco pizza-making experience.

• Ooni Volt 12 offers accessible innovation for world-class pizza.
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Bullets USPs:
• All-electric, versatile pizza oven for 

indoor or outdoor use

• Reaches 450°C (850°F) in just 20 

minutes, for fresh stone-baked pizza in 

just 90 seconds.

• Generous 13-inch cooking area and 

plenty of height in the oven for any  

pizza style.

• Built-in temperature, time and  

balance controls offer a precise  

cooking experience.

• Innovative Boost feature to get baking 

stone back up to top temperatures 

quickly between cooks.

• Cook a variety of pizza styles from 

Neapoltan-style to Detroit with ease.

• Conveniently fits on any standard 

kitchen worktop.

• Built-in handles make Ooni Volt easily 

portable.

What’s In The Box:
• 1x Ooni Volt 12 Oven

• 1x Baking stone

• 1x Essentials Guide

• 1x Manual

Warranty:
The Ooni Volt comes with 2 years 

warranty as standard. If you have 

any issues with your oven, please 

reach out via support.ooni.com

How to Clean:
Cleaning the inside of Ooni Volt is easy. Simply run at top temperatures for 30 minutes to 

burn off excess food. Once cool, wipe down the inside with dry paper towels. 

The outside shell and window of Ooni Volt can be wiped down with a damp cloth when 

the oven is completely cool.
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Features Benefits

Versatile electric pizza oven for indoor or 

outdoor use.

Enjoy restaurant-quality pizza from the 

comfort of your own kitchen.

Energy-efficient design Fully insulated for energy efficiency, Ooni 

Volt retains maximum heat and stays cool 

enough to touch.

No mess dual electric element fuel source. Simple and easy to clean.

Reaches 450°C (850°F) in just 20 minutes. Ultra-high temperatures for fresh stone-

baked pizza in just 90 seconds.

Generous 13-inch cooking area. Comfortably cook a 12” pizza, from 

Neapolitan-style to Detroit style with ease.

Convenient plug and play design. Ready to cook straight out of the box: just 

switch on and go.

Built-in temperature, time and balance 

controls. 

A precise cooking experience, perfect for 

beginners and pizza-experts.

Innovative Boost feature to reheat baking 

stone back up to top temperatures in just 

45 seconds.

Cook multiple pizzas back to back without 

compromising the bake.

Slick design with powder-coated carbon 

oven body.

Advanced insulation for improved  

heat retention.

Insulated glass door with aluminum frame 

and cool-touch handle.

Easy and safe access when using  

the oven.

Built-in light illuminates the baking stone 

when the oven is on.

Easy to check pizza status at a glance. 

Automatically turns off after 45 minutes  

of inactivity.

Safety feature which also conserves 

energy.

Built-in carry handles. Easy to transport and store.
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Where to Store:
Keep your Ooni Volt safe and sound by storing it indoors in a dry area. The Ooni Volt 12 

Cover is also available as an accessory for added protection to ensure it stays dry and 

free from dust and debris. Ooni Volt must be completely cool and dry before attempting 

to move or store.

How to Extinguish:
To turn off your Ooni Volt, simply press the power icon on the door. The internal fan 

will continue to cool down the electronics inside, so be sure to wait 45 minutes before 

switching off at the main switch and unplugging.


